long-running art journals like Bijutsu Techō (Tokyo) and, more recently, Art Asia Pacific (New York, formerly Sydney), the Web site Chinese-art.com, Yishu (Vancouver/Taipei), and Focas (Singapore). These and similar publications have given the modern and contemporary art in Asia much-needed visibility, not only in terms of alerting its presence to the visual art centers of Euro-America but also in terms of encouraging viewers to pay rigorous critical attention to the contexts in which works are created and where artists live.
Yet increased visibility has brought with it an increased awareness of the critical tensions underlying interpretations of contemporary art in Asia, and/or made by Asian artists. The most pressing, it seems, are those tensions concerning the prioritization of specific geographical locations, origins, and histories as critical points of analytic departure. To what extent should these specificities be emphasized?
Attempting to cobble a response to these questions provokes further and more deep-rooted tensions. What does "the contemporary" mean? Does it refer, in Jamesonian terms, to a continuation of the project of late capitalism? Is it a subhistory comprised of the past ten, twenty, or fifty years, whose presence is made palpable only by milestones of political, social, or intellectual trauma? Is it a montage of disparate times, where supposed "pasts" haunt the present? As Lee Weng Choy points out in his article, "the very act of citing, say, a dead German critic when thinking about late twentieth-and early twenty-first-century art in Asia reveals the problem underlying how to think about any contemporary. Who exactly are our contemporaries?" Or, as Reiko Tomii suggests, is the contemporary not a temporal state at all, but a predicament known as "contemporaneity"?
We must also grapple with what we mean by "Asia" and "Asian" in relation to the creation and reception of visual art. For this reason, I have chosen to use the phrase, "contemporary art in Asia," rather than "contemporary Asian art," which tends to act as a taxonomic marker, closing down the interrogative affect raised by the fragment, "in Asia." Is it a geographical marker? Is it a politically strategic one, used to bind otherwise disparate entities together for the sake of a given purpose? Is it a fiction, a construct serving as a repository of external desires and speculations? As curator Hou Hanru asserts, is "Asia" an essentially nonracial/nonnational space continuously reinvested by multiple influences?
2 More specifically, is it a construction essentially meaningless in itself but assigned meaning by different agents-to use literary scholar Rey Chow's distinction, is "Asia" a truth, as argued by the "Orientalist"? Or is it a nexus of oppression valorized and maintained by the "Maoist" holding fast to the pleasures of a third world fantasy?
3 Finally, what does it mean when these questions of the contemporary and Asia come together?
Questions of Approach
The answer to the first question-to what extent should specificities of geographical location, historical background, and cultural/national identity be stressed-might be a question of the divide between an emphasis on theoretical or empirical studies. Contemporary art in or "from" Asia, it seems, is interpreted in one of two structural models: the theoretical argument is deduced from extensive empirical research, or a given theoretical premise leads the argument and empirical research subsequently used as evidence.
One of the great advantages of the first model of interpretation is that it most convincingly delineates the presence of an alternative or parallel modernity unaligned and separate from the master narratives of the contemporary perpetuated in the art centers of Euro-America. In Modern Asian Art, the only systematic attempt to trace modern and contemporary visual art in Asia as a stand-alone art-historical continuum separate from the Euro-American canons, Clark refutes the applicability of a developmental model whereby influences necessarily follow a West-to-East trajectory. 4 Theoretically sympathetic to this approach is writer and curator Jim Supangkat's proposal of a notion of "multimodernisms."
5 Supangkat suggests that a "Western" variation of modernism may be altered to various degrees by specific local defiances, anti-imperial struggles and other sociocultural priorities. He discusses the concept of plural modernisms within the framework of contemporary Indonesia, but the unequivocal emphasis on the nonsynchronicity of visual art development is significant. His proposal leaves room for a clearer evocation of the varieties of desire powering the production of several works, although this evocation may sometimes be more descriptive than analytical in nature.
The essays of Gao Minglu, Thomas Berghuis, and Reiko Tomii are all particularly concerned with grounding their analyses in empirical research and in rejecting the totalizing linearity characterizing Euro-American notions of contemporary art. Gao's commentary traces the evolution of the mythic icon of the Great Wall as it has been constructed and reconstructed in modern and contemporary Chinese art. By extensive interviews and a lengthy consideration of the sociopolitical context, Berghuis invokes the disparity and the complexity of performance art practices of the 1980s and 1990s in mainland China. Their studies more closely approximate a history of various periods of art in mainland China, with Gao's commentary roughly following a teleological progression. While both certainly incorporate theoretical constructions in their arguments, their assertions are primarily based on selected data regarding China, Chinese works, and Chinese artists.
Tomii offers a similar approach by tracing the notion and the terminological provenance of contemporary art in Japan. She starts her argument by a theoretical summation of the words contemporary and contemporaneity as a function of the relationship between the locales (as opposed to the "local") and the constructed sense of the "global." Yet like Gao and Berghuis, her approach is based less on the argument for a theoretical premise and more on a deductive assessment of the evidence at hand-in this case, the writings of Miyakawa Atsushi, Lee U-fan, and those in the journal Bijutsu Techō. These readings are implicitly based on a strong negative concern: as Tomii warns us in her introduction, we must avoid "the risk of glossing over the locally specific that informs individual practices."
In its most extreme forms, however, an approach relying mainly on empirical research poses significant problems, including the uncritical celebration of cultural differences. Readings too heavily emphasizing the specificities of geographical, historical, and cultural context run the risk of framing the works under discussion as visual artifacts of a historical period or reinforcing the primacy of the nation-state as conceptual frame. Even if there is some interpretation of the works as visual art, the privileging of this kind of analysis reduces the work to an imagic representation of a certain phenomenon. For example,Chinese art historian Hans van Dijk's essay in the China Avant Garde catalog discussed visual art but depicted artistic "style" as a development of the exercise of the regulative power of the government or the emergence of a rational public.
In addition, the excess configuration of visual art as "alterior" may feed into a fallacious, if seductive, comprehension of Asian art as evidence of an impenetrable singularity. Another problem associated with an extreme version of this approach is that it may be too strategically employed as a means for critics and curators to seek legitimization from a certain infrastructure of power. Simply triumphing the difference of this body of work may be an easy way to secure a measure of authority for the author. Yet it comes at the expense of building more sophisticated approaches to reading visual art.
The second approach, in which a given theoretical premise not necessarily associated with a specific geographical, historical, or cultural context leads the argument, has its own advantages and disadvantages. Prominent examples are the many exhibitions in the mid-to late 1990s situating contemporary art in Asia as the product of a kind of globalization that valorizes transnationalism and borderlessness. These include the large Asian-based biennial exhibitions in Gwangju, Shanghai, and Taipei These exhibitions attempted to imbue contemporary art in Asia with more nuanced interpretations not necessarily sutured to geospatial boundaries and historical conventions. Despite the practical difficulties in conceptualizing or facilitating this kind of community, the transnational frame of these exhibitions sought to expand the scope of critical discussion rather than confine it to the territorial foundations of national paradigms.
The danger of this transnational frame, however, is that the kind of community building and seeming democratization of public culture offered by transnational perspectives often, as dramaturge and writer Rustom Bharucha observes, "remains at the level of theoretical desire, rather than actual fact."
8 It is one thing to trumpet the erosion of boundaries and the production of interstitial hybridities; it is quite another to argue that they indeed illustrate the dominant condition of contemporary art in Asia.
Moreover, obfuscating the specifics of place intersects with what Bharucha calls the "ethos of corporate 'yuppiedom,'" in which Asian artists are becoming increasingly implicated. 9 The disproportionate representation of certain artists in purported "survey" exhibitions is striking (e.g., the triplicate showing of Jun Nguyen-Hatsushiba's video installation Memorial Project Nha Trang in the Saõ Paolo, Busan, and Sydney biennials in 2002). One discerns the implicit formation of an overclass of Asian artists monopolizing a finite amount of critical visibility. Here I am reminded of cultural critic Kobena Mercer's contention that a closed group of nonwhite artists is often designated as an "exemplar" of artistic values approved by a given establishment.
10
The realm of the transnational is still largely inaccessible to all but a small, well-funded minority, despite the idealism embedded in curatorial premises like "global mobility" or "hybridity." The presence of the physically and culturally mobile figure certainly warrants critical attention, especially as an increasing number of artists such as Mariko Mori and Simryn Gill (both discussed in this issue) oscillate between various geographical spaces. These artists, through their work and the reality of their personal lives, trouble categorical conceptions of "Asian" or the so-called "Asian diaspora." Based on well-known contentions regarding the notion of place, Alice Jim's essay discusses the video works of Sara Wong and Mathias Woo. Her argument does not assume inherent cultural difference in the works in question despite the backgrounds of the artists. As pointed out by one of the referees of this issue, the practice involved in the works of Wong and Woo is really not all that different from the practice employed by other video artists. Although Jim later immerses the works of Wong and Woo back into a specific formulation of Hong Kong, her treatment suggests that it is the nature of the work's creation and content that determines the extent to which the specificities of content should be discussed.
Partly motivated by Malaysian artist Ismail Zain's rejection of the "hegemony of content," I have tried to stress this point explicitly in my own critique of transnationalism through an evaluation of how works are generally mediated.
11 In many discussions of contemporary art in Asia, the author advocates a single theoretical platform that reduces particular artworks as descriptive pieces of evidence. Though the agenda being promoted may be well intentioned, this kind of subordination fails to consider the disjuncture between the visual presence of the work as it exists in the exhibition space or the viewer's imagination and the discursive frame transposed on it in the space of the exhibition review or catalog text. Some ten years ago, critic Sarat Maharaj described an "untranslatability of the Other."
12 It seems that interpretative reflexivity must entail a willingness on the part of the viewer to acknowledge not only this untranslatability (which itself could easily disintegrate into the resurrection of the inscrutable other) but also the possibility that a definitive reading of a work can never be assigned.
Although powered by a certain theoretical argument, other writers do exhibit an awareness of the dangers of overtheorization. In his discussion of the works of Qin Yufen and Cai Guo-qiang, Sheldon Lu notes that although transnationalism "should" exist in order to facilitate the flow of ideas, the power of "stark realities" often surpasses that of our idealistic desires. Yet Lu resists reading the works as symptoms of the latter, for the latter is irrefutably juxtaposed with the former.
Patrick Flores, in writing on the works of Manuel Ocampo, is also concerned with resistance, especially against the dual imposition of Western norms and the abuses of late capitalism. He pointedly observes that the market is something seductive, a catalyst for the masochistic flagellation of the self, and his argument foregrounds the reality of engagement with the free market. This engagement is sometimes ignored in discursive frameworks that position certain artists as either the valiant "freedom fighter" (a variation of the "noble savage" archetype in Euro-American literature) or the oppressed but iconic figure of the subaltern. Flores points out that the trope of oppression extends beyond a one-dimensional perspective of the colonizedversus-colonizer dichotomy. There is a considerable degree of agency on the part of the artist, whether it is exercised in favor of complicity or resistance.
But if the notion of resistance monopolizes the discussion, we are again confronted with another problem. An approach based on resistance will likely channel attention toward that which is being resisted. Or, as Anne McClintock observes with regard to the deployment of postcolonial theory, a construction of dialogue around the West/other binary will result in the hegemonic monopolization of this dialogue by the West. 13 Applied to the works and artists at hand, such a dialogue ironically locates the West as the prime motivating factor behind interpretations of contemporary art in Asia. Here the incisiveness of her observation might benefit from slight modification: it is not the monopolization of this dialogue by the West that should be feared, but the establishment of a standardized narrative that is binary in nature. Of course, to extricate ourselves from the intellectual convenience of this binary nature is much easier said than done.
Questions of Authorship
This leads to what is perhaps the most encompassing issue of all-authority. For underlying the construction of narratives is a contest over who will get to bear the imprimatur of truth. Much writing and discussion is devoted to assessing a writer's personal background, which in turn returns the conversation on contemporary art in Asia to notions of the authentic. Are traditional "Asianists," art historians or specialists whose primary expertise lies in the art history of "premodern" Asia, best equipped in this sense? While most critics and curators actively involved in discussing or promoting contemporary visual art in Asia are trained in methodologies deemed appropriate for contemporary (and usually Euro-American) art, some might claim that Asianists are better able to contextualize the works appropriately vis-à-vis the works of the "past." Examples of this contextualization include Wu Hung's evocation of the notion of the ruin and fragmentation as applied to contemporary Chinese art, which relates to his work on monumentality in premodern Chinese art.
14
This argument is not without credibility, particularly since several artists draw on icons, motifs, or themes derived from or in relation to historical entities, institutions, or episodes. It also may address the bias against so-called traditional media, such as ink-brush painting, that has been marginalized in favor of more contemporary media such as installation and performance. A thorough knowledge of the historicity of visual art offers necessary context, especially since those trained in contemporary art frequently tend to ahistoricize the works under discussion (it is not so surprising, then, that contemporary art in Asia makes its rare curricular appearance in Asian art courses rather than in so-called modern or contemporary art history classes). The "Asianist" often constructs an alternative canon to that of Euro-America, thereby rejecting the frequent insinuations of Euro-American theorizations of contemporary art that works happening to have been made after the advent of the twentieth century are necessarily derivative in nature.
A drawback to this alternative canon, and the very idea of the Asianistas-author, however, is that it reinforces the diachronic East-versus-West configuration plaguing ongoing readings of contemporary art in Asia. As was discussed in a fall 2003 conference on Southeast Asian art criticism in Singapore, when we talk about an "alternative" or "Asian" modernity, how much of this is actually a continuation of what we consider as "Western" modernity? An additional problem is that many Asianists, trained in the highly conservative methodologies of many Asian art history departments, have not had in-depth contact with the main participants (artists, curators, writers, institutions, audiences) now influencing the production of contemporary art in Asia.
In addition, many works classified as "contemporary Asian art" are inextricably intertwined and inscribed by Western theoretical arguments. In this regard, the critic/curator/scholar trained in Western theory and its methodologies is qualified to contextualize a given work. But in many cases, this individual tends not to acknowledge other theoretical concerns outside of those approved by the art centers of Euro-America. In the rush to validate contemporary art in Asia as a field of study in Euro-America, (albeit a field distinguished by its cultural difference-"equal but separate"), many Western-trained critics overly depend on a particular set of theories, to the point where other voices, other arguments, are effectively drowned out. As artist and art historian Ly Daravuth observes, "We are hampered by language, we are constrained from that where we come from."
15 The "language" he mentions refers not only to linguistic access (the ability to communicate in English or have access to someone who does) but also to the fact that it is perhaps impossible to speak of contemporary art in Asia at all, because all utterances are foregrounded by particular institutional and cultural biases. Speaking, Ly implies, is a many-edged sword. It might be useful in making visible what was left invisible because of its "culturally impure" (the Orientalist viewpoint) or "bourgeois" (the Maoist viewpoint) quality. Yet it can also betray the subject the speaker hopes to validate by preempting the subject or by subordinating it to what Seoul-based artist Bahc Yiso described as "the violence of interpretations."
16 Similarly, Lee Weng Choy wonders whether the reflexivity of the critic is perhaps nothing more than an alibi for late capitalism's appropriations, which rephrased may be tantamount to authorizing the validity of such appropriation.
I realize that the above argument might imply that the West is hermetically sealed in its own self-satisfied parochialism. This is of course not the case, as those educated and trained in the United States, Canada, and Europe (including most of the contributors to this issue) tend to oscillate between the permeable geographical sites of Europe, the United States, Asia, and elsewhere. We might argue that the comfort of these individuals with the variety of contexts with which certain artists are increasingly implicated makes them qualified discussants. But again the question is raised: How knowledgeable can the peripatetic figure really be about specific contexts when a substantial portion of time is expended on logistical issues of scheduling appointments and catching airplane flights? Who speaks for the margins, or more to the point, who speaks of the margins, and how can they be heard? And to return to Ly's observation, what is the appropriate language with which to do so?
Ought we then to privilege the voice of the critic who resides or has almost entirely resided in Asia but possesses a considerable understanding of diverse theoretical practices? There is a necessity for the critic/curator to possess considerable familiarity with the cultural contexts framing the work under discussion. Yet how much should the physical location of that critic/curator matter? It seems that his or her presence in the West should not be seen as something contaminating or impure, lest we fall into the Orientalist trap of suggesting that the critic/curator's residence in Asia or being of Asian nationality or descent qualifies him or her as an authority on contemporary Asian art. As art historian Ajay Sinha points out in his critique of the exhibition Contemporary Art in Asia: Traditions/Tensions, there is a regressive tendency to celebrate the native informant, no matter how arbitrarily defined the "nativeness" of the designated informer may be.
17
Then again, we should not willfully blind ourselves to the fact that continued and ongoing contact with the everyday realities informing the works of Asian artists is needed for interpretations of hermeneutic value rather than interpretations as speculations.
This brief enumeration of the twenty questions motivating this issue fails to define the contours of the field of contemporary art of, or from, Asia. What can be discerned, however, is that the enterprise of writing about such art revolves around a pattern of avoidances. Like navigating a minefield, the bulk of the effort is channeled toward dodging perceived essentialisms and appropriations. The danger of such vigilance, however, is that it risks sequestering the art and artists within a discourse of record that is based on reaction. While critical reaction is necessary, the task for theorists and curators also lies in the need to employ frameworks of interpretation that incorporate multiple theoretical positions. In other words, reaction alone is not sufficient and there is an urgent need for the diffusion of authority in terms of both narratives and authors. The largest mine to avoid now is the promotion of a standardized discourse; instead, what we should be chasing are the intersections between and among narratives that best enable real moments of possibilities to flourish.
Joan Kee, Guest Editor
